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Instructions : (1) All Questions are compulsory. 

 (2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.  

 (3) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever necessary. 

 (4) Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

 (5) Use of Non-programmable Electronic Pocket Calculator is 

permissible. 

 (6) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic Communication 

devices are not permissible in Examination Hall. 

 (7) Refer size charts. 

 

     Marks 

1. Attempt any FIVE of the following : 10 

 (a) Enlist the standard measurement charts used in garment industry. 

 (b) Define ‘Pattern Drafting’. 

 (c) List any two tracing tools used in apparel industry and state their use. 

 (d) Draw the symbols of pleats and darts used in paper templates. 

 (e) State the measurements required for drafting A-line frock. 

 (f) Sketch the yoke part for men’s basic shirt and state its location. 

 (g) Sketch the type of sleeve used for men’s sports wear. 

 

2. Attempt any THREE of the following :  12 

 (a) Explain the functions of cutting tools with neat sketch.  

 (b) Differentiate between bespoke method and industrial method of pattern 

making.  

 (c) Describe the following garment components – (i) Sleeve (ii) Collar (iii) Fly 

(iv) Basic bodice for kids.  

 (d) Draft the bishop sleeve & describe its drafting details. [Refer any size] 
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3. Attempt any THREE of the following : 12 

 (a) Explain the types of measurements taken for pattern making.  

 (b) Describe the types of patterns used in apparel industry. 

 (c) Illustrate the Peter pan collar and show its construction steps. [Refer any size] 

 (d) Draft the women’s nighty block with construction details. [Size 30]  

 

4. Attempt any THREE of the following : 12 

 (a) Describe the principles of pattern making.  

 (b) Adapt the leg-o-mutton sleeve from basic sleeve. 

 (c) Draft the women’s salwar block with its drafting details. [Refer any size]  

 (d) Draft the waist line frock with drafting details. [Size 24]  

 (e) Adapt tulip sleeve from basic sleeve. 

 

5. Attempt any TWO of the following : 12 

 (a) Draft boy’s shorts with drafting details. [size/height 116].  

 (b) Sketch and compare Kimono sleeve with Dolman sleeve.  

 (c) Draft the men’s trouser block and explain style variations from basic trouser. 

  

6. Attempt any TWO of the following : 12 

 (a) Draft the stand collar and shawl collar with their details.  

 (b) Sketch the casual men’s shirt and draft the shirt block for the same. (Refer any 

size) 

 (c) Draft the basic shirt collar and sleeve. [Refer any size] 

_______________ 
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